Contemporary Black Hat, White Hat Research in Information Security: Where are the Gaps?

Abstract
Scientific studies of information/computer security have been going on now since the early days of computers. In the earliest period (roughly 1954-1980), most studies were concerned with the IT artifact itself, how to build systems so there was an inviolable security kernel. Cryptography fit neatly into this general interest and encryption algorithms became a small industry. Interest in behavioral issues lagged and even today represents only a fraction of the intellectual fervor in technical issues that has dominated the academy. How would one go about enhancing our understanding of how and why black hats attack systems and the effectiveness of the responses of the white hat protectors? We review a few recent research publications to identify gaps in the literature and discuss why we need to change and improve our data about this critical phenomenon. There is certainly a need to design and create new IT security artifacts, and intriguing new approaches are outlined in this domain, but these overall gaps in research call out for new studies of hackers and anti-social terrorists.
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